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The BFI IMAX® offers a one of a kind, memorable 
experience. At more than 20 metres high and 26 
metres wide, the BFI IMAX® is the biggest cinema 
screen in the UK, giving audiences a genuinely unique 
experience with a huge impact.

The luxury auditorium, which sits 
498 people, is regularly used for 
product launches, conferences, private 
screenings and major events, and is the 
ideal venue for businesses looking to 
make a statement.

Perfectly located outside Waterloo 
station, the venue is extremely 
accessible using any form of 
transport from National Rail, London 
Underground, Bus or car. Making it 
very easy to bring attendees together 
for events, also benefiting from 
no restrictions for any accessible 
requirements. 

With state of the art technology, events 
can benefit from displaying content 
on the largest IMAX screen in the UK 
to captivate their audience, leaving 
a memorable lasting impression. We 
have the additional ability to broadcast 
further afield with live satellite link ups, 
so events can broaden their horizons 
and reach audiences around the world.

A further advantage is that the BFI 
IMAX® is fully customisable, from the 
colour of the lights to the posters in the 
cases, so you can turn one of London’s 
most iconic and accessible venues into 
your own, branded venue.

BFI IMAX® 
1 Charlie Chaplin Walk, South Bank, 
Waterloo, London SE1 8XR



Conference and events
Power your presentation with state-of-the-art 
audiovisual technology.

What better place to host your conference than a 
venue that host’s the biggest screen in the UK. With 
state of the art technology, premium theatre style 
seating and excellent foyer space, the BFI IMAX is 
the perfect venue.

Less distractions, bigger impact 
A captive audience means attendees 
will be more engaged and ensures your 
message leaves a lasting  impression.

State of the art technology 
Your conference will benefit from IMAX 
screen technology and incredible full 
surround sound.

Multi site conferencing 
Broadcast your conference to a wider 
audience and invite speakers and 
delegates from all over the world with 
live satellite link up.



Private screening
Forget the standard corporate hospitality options 
and go for the big screen experience instead! With 
a host of exciting releases coming up at ODEON, 
there’s no better time to give the gift of film with an 
exclusive private screening event.

VIP experience 
An exclusive screening for you and your 
guests in a private auditorium, whether 
it’s the latest blockbuster or a classic 
from times gone by.

Award winning catering 
From unique cocktails to finger foods 
and exotic flavours, our team will work 
with you to make sure you’re happy with 
the menu. Our bespoke packages can 
be customised to your requirements, 
from a drinks & canapés reception to 
celebrity impersonators and much 
more! We also have some fantastic 
packages in the pipeline for upcoming 
film titles.



January

Glass

February 

How To Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World
Alita: Battle Angel
The LEGO Movie 2

March

Captain Marvel 
Dumbo 

April

Shazam!
Avengers: Endgame

May

Aladdin
Godzilla: King of Monsters

June

X-Men: Dark Phoenix
Men In Black International 
Toy Story 4 

July

Spider-Man: Far From Home
Lion King 

August

The New Mutants 
Artemis Fowl

September 

IT 2
Godzilla

November 

Frozen 2

December

Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle Sequel 
Star Wars Ep IX 

*Subject to scheduling change

IMAX film release 2019



For more information about  
ODEON Events, please get in touch:

Bronwyn Parsons 
ODEON Event Sales Executive – The BFI IMAX

T  0207 766 1874
E  bparsons@odeonuk.com

Trevor Cavell 
ODEON General Manager – The BFI IMAX

T  0207 960 3180
E  tcavell@odeonuk.com

Bianca Searle 
ODEON Event Sales Manager

T  0207 766 1830
E  bsearle@odeonuk.com

ODEONevents.co.uk


